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Building a new South Yorkshire

Nature

We talked about what impacts nature in our
current world and what we could do differently to
conserve and protect it:

More green spaces to improve the wellbeing and physical health of citizens

Opportunity for citizens to take part in local gardening, to help cohesion within

communities and also take pride in the surrounding environment

A better understanding of recycling and the different bins needed for each

product

Fewer steps and curbs to improve accessibility in our community

We wanted to create a visually inviting poster,
including all of our commitments to nature, to
encourage people to visit our world... 

Our main focus points were:

- Something to indicate our choice to remove steps in

order to be accessible to all

- Our citizens taking part in collaborative gardening and

farming

- Advertising our 'Recycle for Prizes' initiative, where you

receive tickets to exchange for a gift when you recycle

- Photographs of our beautiful green spaces and

community gardens 

- Windmills to show our promise to clean energy 

- Plants and wildlife that have flourished in our

community 



 

We agreed as a group that there is an expectation for young people to learn

at school - both academically and in terms of skills needed for the outside

world 

We debated whether there are other environments in which our citizens can

learn so that class division and inequality can be minimised (e.g. a free youth

space!)

We thought more about nature - a good life skill would be if people can

grow and then cook their own fruit/vegetables

People in our world should be well equipped with household skills,

including: how to use tools and make repairs themselves, how to sew and

how to do their own laundry

We also said that in our current world you aren't taught how to manage

money, understand taxes and banking so we would make this a priority for

our citizens to learn, too 
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Life Skills

What is important for our citizens to
know and where can they find this out?  
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Society
We talked about what society meant to us and was
important to us, it's important for society to be:

People understanding each other and accepting different people and values

Even though everyone is different everybody is human!

Supporting other people, look outside yourself and be kind

People process everything differently accepting that.

Its important for people to have good listening and communication skills.

We wanted to show you the journeys of 3 different
young people through our new South Yorkshire!

Meet Jamie!

Age: 17

Pronouns: they/them

Jamie is non-binary and has a Generalised Anxiety

Disorder.  Due to their anxiety, they often feel quite shy

in social situations but would really like to make new

friends, especially with other young people who are

part of the LGBT+ community.  Jamie is really creative

and enjoys art. Jamie goes to college to study creative

arts. 

What does our vision of South Yorkshire offer Jamie?
An LGBTQIA+ Support Group.

Access to counselling without a long waiting list.

An information pack containing details of various art classes, groups and

galleries to visit around the city.

Starting off in small group to meet people, so not one big group.

The city and people having a greater understanding of 

Go and meet people on their course before starting college, for 

       wellbeing, they might not feel good about themselves or 

       motivated this way they feel less pressure from society.

       an informal session.
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We wanted to show you the journeys of 3 different
young people through our new South Yorkshire!

Meet Ida!

Age: 20

Pronouns: she / her 

Doing an apprenticeship and working part time in a 

 local café. She struggles to find a good balance

between work and personal life. She needs to work as

need the money, pressure for a social life and hindering

it. She's feeling trapped and quite stressed, going

round in circles but not getting anywhere. 

Living at home with other people. 

Trying to save money to get there own place! 

She likes read to escape everyday life. detective

novels.

What does our vision of South Yorkshire offer Ida?
Library - nice peaceful place to hang out.

Book club for social life

Incentive system for apprenticeship - 

funding support.

Group sessions around money and budgeting and 

saving when you want to buy somewhere.

Access to talk to someone, counselling and destress.

Support service.

Being able to do something together that 

you have in common.

house buying /renting schemes

low cost but nice housing nice decor

savings account with good interest!

look for a job in murder mystery events! 

good job centre - that would cater for murder 

mystery events

 


